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The Ever-Changing Past
Why All History Is Revisionist History  

James M. Banner, Jr.  

History is not, and has never been, inert, certain, 
merely factual, and beyond reinterpretation.  
Taking readers from Thucydides to the origin  
of the French Revolution to the Civil War and 
beyond, James M. Banner, Jr., explores what  
historians do and why they do it.

Available in March 2021 

Hardcover  2021  304 pp.   

978-0-300-23845-7  $28.00  $19.60

Mussolini and the Eclipse of Italian 
Fascism
From Dictatorship to Populism  

R.J.B. Bosworth  

R.J.B. Bosworth presents the definitive account  
of Mussolini’s dictatorial leadership. Bosworth 
shows that Mussolini, rather than Hitler, offered  
the model for all subsequent authoritarians.

Available in April 2021 

Hardcover  2021  320 pp.  19 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-23272-1  $32.50  $22.75

The Polymath
A Cultural History from Leonardo da Vinci to Susan Sontag  

Peter Burke  

Peter Burke examines the achievements of five 
hundred Western polymaths and shows how the 
rise of the polymath went hand in hand with the 
rapid growth of knowledge in the Renaissance. 

Hardcover  2020  352 pp.  22 color illus. 

978-0-300-25002-2  $30.00  $21.00

The Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, 
1733—1795
Light and Flame  

Richard Butterwick  

Richard Butterwick tells the compelling story 

of the last decades of the Polish-Lithuanian  
Commonwealth—one of Europe’s largest and  
least understood polities. 

Hardcover  2021  512 pp.  32 color illus. + 8 maps 

978-0-300-25220-0  $45.00  $31.50

To Kidnap a Pope
Napoleon and Pius VII  

Ambrogio A. Caiani  

Ambrogio Caiani provides a pioneering account  
of the tempestuous relationship of Napoleon 
Bonaparte and Pope Pius VII, shedding new  
light on the conflict that would forever shape 
relations between the Catholic church and the 
modern state.

Hardcover  2021  416 pp.  24 color illus. 

978-0-300-25133-3  $32.50  $22.75

The Life of Christina of Hane
Christina of Hane; Translation, Introduction, and  

Annotation by Racha Kirakosian

This remarkable work sheds new light on convent 
life, spiritual practices, and physical and mental 
suffering in the life of a medieval woman and the 
community in which she lived.

Available in May 2021 

& HC - Paper over Board  2020  208 pp.  5 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25099-2  $30.00  $21.00

Survivors
Children’s Lives After the Holocaust  

Rebecca Clifford  

Rebecca Clifford follows the lives of one hundred 
Jewish children out of the ruins of conflict through 
their adulthood and into old age, and helps us 
understand what it was like living after, and living 
with, childhoods marked by rupture and loss.

Hardcover  2020  344 pp.  28 color illus. 

978-0-300-24332-1  $28.00  $19.60

Minerva’s French Sisters
Women of Science in Enlightenment France  

Nina Rattner Gelbart  

This book presents the stories of six intrepid  
women of science in eighteenth-century France 
whose lives and accomplishments have been 
largely written out of history. 

Available in May 2021 

Hardcover  2021  360 pp.  19 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25256-9  $40.00  $28.00

Vagrant Figures
Law, Literature, and the Origins of the Police  

Sal Nicolazzo  

Nicolazzo traces vagrancy through an expansive, 
transatlantic legal and literary archive that reveals 
the everyday theorization of local security and wel-
fare to be crucial to an expanding racial capitalism.

THE LEWIS WALPOLE SERIES IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CULTURE 

AND HISTORY

Hardcover  2021  320 pp.  3 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-24131-0  $65.00  $45.50

The Global Indies
British Imperial Culture and the Reshaping of the 
World, 1756—1815  

Ashley L. Cohen  

In this lively book, Ashley Cohen explores the Brit-
ish empire’s imaginative geography. Cohen reveals 
how the pairing of India and the Americas—the 
two Indies—in metropolitan discourse produced 
colonial policies linking them in practice.

THE LEWIS WALPOLE SERIES IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CULTURE 

AND HISTORY

Hardcover  2021  320 pp.  17 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-23997-3  $65.00  $45.50

A New Edition

Hubbub
Filth, Noise, and Stench in England, 1600—1770  

Emily Cockayne  

Hubbub takes us on a not-for-the-squeamish tour of 
pre-Industrial Revolution England, where city streets 
are crowded, noisy, filthy, and reeking of smoke 
and decay. Cockayne explores the daily experience 
of the rich and the poor and paints a nuanced and 
highly detailed portrait of English city life.

Available in July 2021 

Paper  2021  352 pp.  50 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25476-1  $18.00  $12.60

The First Irish Cities
An Eighteenth-Century Transformation  

David Dickson  

David Dickson looks at ten Irish cities, relating 
particular patterns in their evolution to Ireland’s 
violent past. Beautifully illustrated, this account 
reveals how the country’s cities were distinctive 
and influential beyond Ireland’s shores.

Available in March 2021 

Hardcover  2021  352 pp.  37 color + 28 b/w illus. + 2 maps 

978-0-300-22946-2  $40.00  $28.00

Worlds Beyond
Miniatures and Victorian Fiction  

Laura Forsberg  

Laura Forsberg guides readers through micro-
scopic science, art history, children’s culture, and 
book production to show how Victorian miniatures 
offered scripts for expansive fantasies of worlds 
beyond perception.

Available in May 2021 

Hardcover  2021  296 pp.  20 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-23381-0  $40.00  $28.00

MI9
A History of the Secret Service for Escape and Evasion 
in World War Two  

Helen Fry  

Drawing on largely untapped material from  
across Europe and the United States, Fry reveals 
the previously untold stories behind the estab-
lishment of MI9—and how the organization saved 
thousands of lives.

Hardcover  2020  352 pp.  26 b/w illus. + 1 map 

978-0-300-23320-9  $28.00  $19.60

Substate Dictatorship
Networks, Loyalty, and Institutional Change in the 
Soviet Union  

Yoram Gorlizki and Oleg Khlevniuk  

This book examines one of the most important  
dictatorships of the twentieth century, paying 
particular attention to how Soviet regional leaders 
forged networks and to how these evolved over time.

YALE-HOOVER SERIES ON AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES

Hardcover  2020  464 pp.  33 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-23081-9  $65.00  $45.50

The Volga
A History  

Janet M. Hartley  

Janet Hartley explores the history of Russia 
through the Volga, the longest river in Europe, 
from the seventh century to the present day. This 
vibrant account unearths what life on the river was 
really like, telling the story of its diverse people 
and its crucial place in Russian history.

Hardcover  2021  400 pp.  22 color illus. + 10 maps 

978-0-300-24564-6  $35.00  $24.50

English Paleography and Manuscript 
Culture, 1500—1800
Kathryn James  

This richly illustrated book, drawing extensively  
on Yale University collections, provides an essential 
introduction to the manuscript in early modern 
England. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR THE BEINECKE RARE BOOK AND  

MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY

Hardcover  2020  288 pp.  313 color illus. 

978-0-300-25435-8  $40.00  $28.00

The Posen Library of Jewish Culture 
and Civilization, Volume 9
Catastrophe and Rebirth, 1939—1973  

Edited by Samuel D. Kassow and David G. Roskies  

This book details Jewish cultural and intellectual 
creativity throughout 1939 to 1973, a period that 
Kassow and Roskies call “one of the most tragic 
and dramatic in Jewish history.”

POSEN LIBRARY OF JEWISH CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION

Hardcover  2020  1,088 pp.  115 color + 83 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18853-0  $200.00  $140.00

Legions of Pigs in the Early Medieval West
Jamie Kreiner  

Jamie Kreiner demonstrates how the working  
relationships between humans and pigs shaped 
local patterns of farming and eating, but also  
wider developments in legal culture, fiscal policies, 
identities, and even philosophies of the cosmos.

YALE AGRARIAN STUDIES SERIES

Hardcover  2020  400 pp.  48 b/w + 32 color illus. 

978-0-300-24629-2  $40.00  $28.00

Edward the Confessor
Last of the Royal Blood  

Tom Licence  

In this authoritative account, Tom Licence presents 
Edward as a compassionate man and a consci-
entious ruler, whose reign marked an interval of 
peace and prosperity between periods of strife.

THE ENGLISH MONARCHS SERIES

Hardcover  2020  352 pp.  25 b/w illus. + 3 maps 

978-0-300-21154-2  $35.00  $24.50

London and the Seventeenth Century
The Making of the World’s Greatest City  

Margarette Lincoln  

In this fascinating account of the metropolis, 
Margarette Lincoln charts the impact of national 
events on citizens’ lives at a time of great upheaval. 
Through their eyes, we see how London—and the 
nation—emerged from a turbulent century poised 
to become a great maritime power.

Hardcover  2021  384 pp.  16 color illus. + 2 maps 

978-0-300-24878-4  $32.50  $22.75

The House of Fragile Things
Jewish Art Collectors and the Fall of France  

James McAuley  

James McAuley shows the central role that that 
art played in the assimilation of French Jews—and 
how collecting objets d’art was their response to 
anti-Semitism.

Available in July 2021 

Hardcover  2021  288 pp.  30 color and 47 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-23337-7  $30.00  $21.00

The Multifarious Mr. Banks
From Botany Bay to Kew, The Natural Historian Who 
Shaped the World  

Toby Musgrave  

Sir Joseph Banks was integral to the English 
Enlightenment and British colonial expansion. 
Drawing widely on Banks’s writings, Toby Mus-
grave sheds light on Banks’s profound impact 
on British science and empire in an age of rapid 
advancement.

Available in May 2021 

Paper  2021  386 pp.  48 color illus. 

978-0-300-25920-9  $18.00  $12.60

Street Life in Renaissance Italy
Fabrizio Nevola  

Utilizing a foundation of contemporary urban 
theory, this publication explores the various power 
structures and social practices that made up the 
cities of Renaissance Italy.

Hardcover  2020  320 pp.  150 color + b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17543-1  $60.00  $42.00

The Dead of the Irish Revolution
Eunan O’Halpin and Daithí Ó Corráin  

Eunan O’Halpin and Daithí Ó Corráin catalogue 
the men, women, and children who died through 
political violence between 1916 and 1921. 
Through their stories we obtain original insight 
into the Irish revolution itself.

Hardcover  2020  720 pp.   

978-0-300-12382-1  $65.00  $45.50

Hernando Colón’s New World of Books
Toward a Cartography of Knowledge  

José María Pérez Fernández and Edward Wilson-Lee  

This engaging book offers the first comprehensive 
account of the greatest library of the Renaissance, 
and its creator Hernando Colón—son of Christopher 
Columbus. 

Hardcover  2021  344 pp.  80 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-23041-3  $35.00  $24.50

Göring’s Man in Paris
The Story of a Nazi Art Plunderer and His World  

Jonathan Petropoulos  

In this gripping book, Jonathan Petropoulos, who 
spent nearly a decade interviewing notorious Nazi 
art plunderer Bruno Lohse and who continues to 
serve as an expert witness for Holocaust restitution 
cases, tells the story of Lohse’s life and offers a 
critical examination of the postwar art world.

Hardcover  2021  456 pp.  47 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25192-0  $37.50  $26.25

The Bookshop of the World
Making and Trading Books in the Dutch Golden Age  

Andrew Pettegree and Arthur der Weduwen  

Andrew Pettegree and Arthur der Weduwen show 
how the Dutch reshaped the seventeenth-cen-
tury book world and, in the process, bought and 
owned more books per capita than any other 
people in Europe.

Paper  2020  496 pp.  70 color illus. 

978-0-300-25479-2  $20.00  $14.00

Kindred Voices
A Literary History of Medieval Anatolia  

Michael Pifer  

Kindred Voices explores how Muslim and Christian 
poets of Anatolia grappled with the stunning 
cultural heterogeneity of their region. 

Available in June 2021 

HC - Paper over Board  2021  320 pp.  7 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25039-8  $45.00  $31.50

Sparta’s Second Attic War
The Grand Strategy of Classical Sparta, 446—418 B.C.  

Paul A. Rahe  

Paul Rahe narrates the second stage in the six-
decades-long, epic struggle between Sparta and 
Athens. At stake for each of the two parties to this 
conflict, as Rahe shows, was nothing less than the 
survival of its political regime and the peculiar way 
of life attendant thereon.

YALE LIBRARY OF MILITARY HISTORY

Hardcover  2020  408 pp.  30 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-24262-1  $40.00  $28.00

Marking Time
Objects, People, and Their Lives, 1500—1800  

Edited by Edward Town and Angela McShane  

Featuring works from a private collection, this book 
showcases an array of objects that offer a glimpse 
into the everyday world of early modern Britain.

DISTRIBUTED FOR THE YALE CENTER FOR BRITISH ART

Hardcover  2020  512 pp.  460 color + b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25410-5  $65.00  $45.50

Mission France
The True History of the Women of SOE  

Kate Vigurs  

Formed in 1940, Special Operations Executive  
was to coordinate Resistance work overseas and its 
F section sent thirty-nine women into France. Kate 
Vigurs interweaves for the first time the stories of 
all thirty-nine female agents.

Available in March 2021 

Hardcover  2021  352 pp.  24 b/w illus. + 1 map 

978-0-300-20857-3  $27.50  $19.25

The Great Inoculator
The Untold Story of Daniel Sutton and his Medical 
Revolution  

Gavin Weightman  

In the eighteenth century, Daniel Sutton pioneered 
a simple inoculation method to counter smallpox. 
His technique paved the way for Edward Jenner’s 
discovery of vaccination, but he is now largely 
forgotten. Gavin Weightman reclaims Sutton’s im-
portance, showing how the clinician’s discoveries 
advanced understanding of the nature of disease.

Hardcover  2020  208 pp.  16 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-24144-0  $30.00  $21.00

The Athenæum
More Than Just Another London Club  

Michael Wheeler  

The Athenæum has attracted leading scientists, 
writers, and intellectuals throughout its history. 
Tracing the Athenæum from its founding to its recent 
reinvention, Michael Wheeler explores the club’s 
development and its contribution to national life.

HC-Paper over Board  2020  440 pp.  37 color + 2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-24677-3  $50.00  $35.00

A New Ediiton

Belarus
The Last European Dictatorship;  New Edition

Andrew Wilson  

This book is the first in English to explore Belarus’s 
complicated past from medieval times through the 
Soviet years, the years since independence, and 
its current situation under a corrupt, authoritarian, 
and surprisingly tenacious president.

Available in March 2021 

Paper  2021  256 pp.  16 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25921-6  $16.00  $11.20

A New Edition

The Intellectual Life of the British 
Working Classes
Third Edition

Jonathan Rose  

This intriguing book provides an intellectual his-
tory of the British working classes from the pre-in-
dustrial era to the twentieth century. In the process 
he reveals much about working class politics, 
ideology, popular culture, and social relationships.

Available in July 2021 

& Paper  2021  560 pp.   

978-0-300-25784-7  $22.00  $15.40

Condemned
The Transported Men, Women and Children Who Built 
Britain’s Empire  

Graham Seal  

Graham Seal uncovers the full story of Britain’s 
convict trade. This moving account brings to light 
the true extent of a cruel strand in the history of 
the British Empire.

Available in May 2021 

Hardcover  2021  304 pp.  24 color illus. + 1 map 

978-0-300-24648-3  $27.50  $19.25

Morozov
The Story of a Family and a Lost Collection  

Natalya Semenova; Translated by Arch Tait

Ivan Morozov was one of the most discerning 
collectors of his age. In the first authoritative 
biography of Morozov, Natalya Semenova sheds 
light on his life, family, and achievements—and on 
European and Russian art at the turn of the century.

Hardcover  2020  288 pp.  29 color + 27 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-24982-8  $32.50  $22.75

Trading with the Enemy
Britain, France, and the 18th-Century Quest for a 
Peaceful World Order  

John Shovlin  

John Shovlin reveals how Britain and France 
sought to divert their geopolitical rivalry away  
from war and into peaceful commercial  
competition. 

Available in July 2021 

Hardcover  2021  352 pp.  16 color illus. + 4 maps 

978-0-300-25356-6  $35.00  $24.50

The Crusader Strategy
Defending the Holy Land  

Steve Tibble  

Steve Tibble shows how crusader societies were 
actually highly strategic and their decision making 
rarely random. Crusader states were permanently 
on the brink of destruction. Intuitive strategic  
thinking, he argues, was a necessity, not a luxury.

Hardcover  2020  376 pp.  18 color illus. + 8 maps 

978-0-300-25311-5  $35.00  $24.50
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Claretta
Mussolini’s Last Lover  

R. J. B. Bosworth  

This provocative book illuminates the tumultuous 
relationship between the fascist dictator Mussolini 
and his young mistress Clara, whose extraordi-
narily intimate diaries only recently have become 
available. Brimful of new and arresting information, 
the book sheds intimate light on Il Duce, his lover, 
and the dreadful fate they shared

Available in July 2021 

Paper  2021  320 pp.  24 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25489-1  $20.00  $14.00

Henry III
The Rise to Power and Personal Rule, 1207—1258  

David Carpenter  

Eminent historian David Carpenter illuminates 
Henry’s character and rule as never before—and 
offers an entirely new perspective on the intimate 
connections between medieval politics and 
religion.

THE ENGLISH MONARCHS SERIES

Available in March 2021 

Paper  2021  800 pp.  21 color illus. + 4 maps + 4 figures 

978-0-300-25919-3  $23.00  $16.10

Northern Ireland
The Fragile Peace  New Edition

Feargal Cochrane  

A foremost scholar in the field looks at Northern 
Ireland’s “Troubles” from the late 1960s to the 
present day, and questions the impact of the Good 
Friday Agreement of 1998. 

Available in May 2021 

Paper  2021  384 pp.  24 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20552-7  $20.00  $14.00

The Walls Have Ears
The Greatest Intelligence Operation of World War II  

Helen Fry  

At the outbreak of World War II, MI6 trialed a top 
secret operation: German prisoners’ cells were 
to be bugged and their private conversations 
transcribed. In this history, Helen Fry uncovers the 
operation’s inner workings and reveals how the Al-
lies accessed Hitler’s most closely guarded secrets.

Paper  2020  336 pp.  24 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25485-3  $18.00  $12.60

Mussolini and Hitler
The Forging of the Fascist Alliance  

Christian Goeschel  

In a fresh treatment of the fascist axis powers, 
Christian Goeschel revisits Hitler and Mussoli-
ni’s key meetings to demonstrate the political 
significance of the Italian dictator’s influence on his 
German ally and vice versa. 

Paper  2020  400 pp.  17 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25473-0  $20.00  $14.00

Bletchley Park and D-Day
David Kenyon  

The work of Bletchley Park’s codebreakers is 
famous, and yet cracking the Nazis’ codes was 

only the start of the intelligence process.  
David Kenyon casts the work of Bletchley  
in a new light and reveals its vital contribution  
to success in Normandy and ultimate Allied  
victory.

Paper  2021  336 pp.   

7 color + 16 b/w illus.; 2 maps 

978-0-300-25475-4  $18.00  $12.60

Voting About God in  
Early Church Councils
Ramsay MacMullen  

In this original book, an eminent historian  
explores how early Christian doctrine was  
determined by majority vote in church councils  
during the third to sixth centuries. Ramsey  
MacMullen brings the reader directly into  
council chambers, where rank and file bishops 
engage in debate, then vote to establish a  
single Christian orthodoxy.

& Paper  2020  182 pp.  6 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25541-6  $28.00  $19.60

The War for the Seas
A Maritime History of World War II  

Evan Mawdsley  

Command of the oceans was crucial to winning 
World War II. In this definitive account, Evan  
Mawdsley traces events from the first U-boat  
operations through to Japan’s surrender. He  
covers all the wartime theaters and interweaves  
for the first time the endeavors of eight  
maritime powers.

Paper  2020  632 pp.  

59 b/w illus., 9 maps + 14 figs 

978-0-300-25488-4  $20.00  $14.00

The Age of Reform, 1250—1550
An Intellectual and Religious History of  
Late Medieval and Reformation Europe  

Steven Ozment 

With a New Foreword by Carlos Eire and  

Ronald K. Rittgers

In this seminal book, Steven Ozment traces  
the seeds of the sweeping religious movement 
that reshaped European thought to their  
explosive burgeoning in the sixteenth century. 
With a new foreword by Carlos Eire and  
Ronald K. Rittgers, this modern classic is ripe  
for rediscovery by a new generation of students 
and scholars.

& Paper  2020  480 pp.  40 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20355-4  $26.00  $18.20

Emperor
A New Life of Charles V  

Geoffrey Parker  

Historian Geoffrey Parker unearthed an archive 
unseen for a century which included documenta-
tion on the defects of Charles V’s ministers and the 
problems that faced his monarchy, written entirely 
in his own hand in 1543. This is the first modern 
biography to present this and other new material, 
offering the definitive account of the ruler of the 
first transatlantic empire, his achievements, capa-
bilities, and flaws.

Paper  2021  760 pp.  40 color illus. + 5 maps + 3 figs. 

978-0-300-25486-0  $22.00  $15.40

Vasily Grossman and the Soviet 
Century
Alexandra Popoff  

This definitive biography illuminates the life and 
legacy of Vasily Grossman (1905–1964), whose 
1961 masterpiece, Life and Fate, was seized  
by the KGB and published posthumously. Billed 
as the War and Peace of the twentieth century, 
this novel and other writings have established 
Grossman’s reputation as a powerful critic of 
totalitarianism.

Paper  2020  424 pp.  27 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25537-9  $25.00  $17.50

A Schoolmaster’s War
Harry Rée—A British Agent in  
the French Resistance  

Edited by Jonathan Rée  

One night in April 1943, former schoolmaster 
Harry Rée was parachuted into France. He soon 
won the confidence of local resisters and directed 
a series of dramatic sabotage operations. Rée’s 
memoirs, superbly edited by his son, the philoso-
pher Jonathan Rée, offer unique insights into life 
in the French Resistance, and into the anxiety, folly 
and pity of war.

Available in April 2021 

Paper  2021  192 pp.   

978-0-300-25917-9  $16.00  $11.20

Einstein on the Run
How Britain Saved the  
World’s Greatest Scientist  

Andrew Robinson  

Andrew Robinson tells the story of the world’s 
greatest scientist and Britain for the first time, 
showing why the country was the perfect refuge 
for Einstein as he went “on the run” from the Nazis 
in 1933. So why did he then leave?

Available in March 2021 

Paper  2021  376 pp.  33 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25499-0  $16.00  $11.20

The Collector
The Story of Sergei Shchukin and  
His Lost Masterpieces  

Natalya Semenova with André Delocque  

The first biography of the great Russian art  
collector, Sergei Shchukin, who was a highly 
successful textiles merchant in the latter half of 
the nineteenth century, but also one of the first 
to appreciate the qualities of the Impressionists 
and Post-Impressionists and to acquire works by 
Cézanne, Matisse, and Picasso.

Paper  2020  304 pp.  32 color + 3 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25481-5  $18.00  $12.60

The Conquest of Malaria
Italy, 1900–1962  

Frank M. Snowden  

Early in the twentieth century, malaria was  
Italy’s major public health problem, reducing  
productivity, stunting literacy, and undermining  
its army. This book recounts the advances, 
setbacks, and final victory against malaria after 
World War II, showing how a successful national 
campaign changed Italy’s history and estab-
lished important principles for battling infectious 
diseases.
& Paper  2020  304 pp.  32 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25646-8  $25.00  $17.50

Epidemics and Society
From the Black Death to the Present  

Frank M. Snowden; With a New Preface

This sweeping, multidisciplinary exploration  
of the major epidemics since the Black Death 
reveals the impact of diseases ranging from  
bubonic plague to Ebola on both medical and 
social history and examines the contemporary 
question of our preparedness against the next 
generation of diseases.

THE OPEN YALE COURSES SERIES

& Paper  2020  608 pp.  40 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25639-0  $22.00  $15.40

Oblivion or Glory
1921 and the Making of Winston Churchill  

David Stafford  

Churchill was widely regarded as little more  
than a bombastic buccaneer until, in 1921, 

an unexpected inheritance heralded a major 
change in his fortunes. David Stafford delves  
into Churchill’s 1921, explores the statesman’s 
private and public lives, and provides an 

engaging portrait of this pivotal year in his life.

Paper  2021  320 pp.  16 pp. b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25931-5  $15.00  $10.50

Empress
Queen Victoria and India  

Miles Taylor  

An entirely original account of Victoria’s  
relationship with the Raj, this book argues  
that the Queen was humanely, intelligently,  
and passionately involved with India through- 
out her reign and that Victoria’s influence as  
empress contributed significantly to the  
country’s modernization, both political and  
economic.

Available in March 2021 

Paper  2021  408 pp.  32 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25497-6  $20.00  $14.00

Sons of the Waves
The Common Seaman in the Heroic Age of Sail  

Stephen Taylor  

In this engaging account, ordinary seamen  
emerge as proud and spirited, learned in  
their own fashion, with the courage to challenge 
overweening authority. Stephen Taylor reveals  
how the engine of British prosperity and  
expansion up to the Industrial Revolution was  
the common seaman—neither naval supremacy  
nor mercantile prosperity could have been 
achieved without him.

Available in May 2021 

Paper  2021  528 pp.  20 b/w + 16 color illus. + 1 map 

978-0-300-25751-9  $18.00  $12.60

The Marginal Revolutionaries
How Austrian Economists Fought the War of Ideas  

Janek Wasserman  

In this collective biography of the members  
of the Austrian School of Economics, Janek  
Wasserman brings figures like Ludwig von  
Mises, Friedrich Hayek, and Joseph Schumpeter  
to life, arguing that in order to understand them 
and their continued influence, one must  
understand the backdrop against which their 
philosophy was formed.

Paper  2020  368 pp.   

978-0-300-25540-9  $25.00  $17.50

Cursed Britain
A History of Witchcraft and Black Magic  
in Modern Times  

Thomas Waters  

In our technological era, it is easy to imagine  
that black magic in Britain is dead. Yet, over  
recent centuries this dark idea has persisted, 
changed, and returned. In this book, Thomas 
Waters tells the extraordinary story of modern 
witchcraft and reveals why the occult is  
reviving.

Paper  2020  360 pp.  20 color illus. + 3 maps 

978-0-300-25477-8  $30.00  $21.00

The Vampire
A New History  

Nick Groom  

Published to mark the bicentenary of John Po-
lidori’s publication of The Vampyre, Nick Groom’s 
new and authoritative account illuminates the 
complex history of the iconic creature, tracing its 
development from Enlightenment-era embodi-
ment of human fears to an unlikely present-day 
hero of the marginalized and excluded.

Paper  2020  320 pp.  35 color + 4 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-25483-9  $16.00  $11.20

Richard III
The Self-Made King  

Michael Hicks  

Richard III was the last Yorkist and Plantagenet 
monarchs. Michael Hicks traces the unfolding of 
Richard’s character and career from his birth to 
his death at the battle of Bosworth. A complex 
individual whose Machiavellian tact and strategic 
foresight won him a kingdom, Richard lost the 
opportunity to keep it.

Available in April 2021  •  Paper  2021  388 pp.   

978-0-300-25918-6  $20.00  $14.00

The Warm South
How the Mediterranean Shaped the British Imagination  

Robert Holland  

What is it about the Mediterranean that has 
delighted and inspired the British imagination for 
centuries? Robert Holland charts the influence 
of the “warm south” on the culture of Britain, 
including its architecture, design, art, religion, and 
literature.

Paper  2020  336 pp.  30 color illus. 

978-0-300-25153-1  $25.00  $17.50

Palaces of Pleasure
From Music Halls to the Seaside to Football, How the 
Victorians Invented Mass Entertainment  

Lee Jackson  

Charting the rise of well-known institutions such 
as gin palaces, music halls, seaside resorts, and 
football clubs, as well as the more peculiar thrills 
of the pleasure-garden and international expo, Lee 
Jackson brings to life the nineteenth-century mass 
entertainment industry of Victorian Britain.

Available in June 2021 

Paper  2021  320 pp.  26 color illus. 

978-0-300-25478-5  $18.00  $12.60

Culture in Nazi Germany
Michael H. Kater  

This engaging and deeply researched account 
of artistic culture within the Third Reich considers 
how the German arts-and-letters scene was trans-
formed under the Nazis. 

Paper  2020  472 pp.  30 color illus. 

978-0-300-25337-5  $20.00  $14.00

Mail surface illustration:  J. Hamerton, music sheet cover for As Good and a Great Deal Better, c.1862. The Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea Libraries and Art Service.


